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With the aim to achieve a word-class quality level, JU WEI has passed world-
renowned certifications like CE and ISO9001. From product design, materials 

shipping, the entire quality control processes are conducted according to 
international standards.

receiving inspection, in process inspection to final inspection and test prior 
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 performance of each oil mist collector and the level of particulate matters contained in the environment.
 with these inspection instruments, JU WEI’s well-trained Q.C. personnel can rigorously inspect the
JU WEI’s Q.C. department is fully equipped with a wide range of sophisticated inspection equipment

Sophisticated Inspection Instruments
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exhaust, dust and noise. Now, many machining enterprises are trying to achieve 
As the growing of the machining, many hazardous substances are released such as

only employees but the whole world.

improve the producing technique so that we can provide a higher quality oil mist cleaner 
"cleaner production". To fulfill this goal, Ju Wei invites many experts to join our plan to

to clients. Ju Wei will always concentrate on developing environmental devices
and responsible for environmental issues.

absorbed in developing oil mist air cleaner to provide a better environment for not
diseases, the air cleaner technology in the past cannot solve issues today, so Ju Wei is
performance. With the rise of environmental awareness and importance of employment 
function and consumes less electricity while providing maximum oil mist suction
which is capable of thoroughly reducing oil mist, also offers a unique purification 
Ju Wei Machinery CO., LTD. focus on designing and producing oil mist air cleaner

Management Philosophy

Quality Control

   Third, the life time of it is very long and it cost low electricity.

to our clients because Ju Wei always wants to provide the best quality to our clients.
Ju Wei focuses on checking the quality by testing over hundred times before it is delivered
   Forth, it can install on all kinds of machining machine which will produce oil mist.

making it becomes the only choice in the machining industry. 

   Second, it can clean up much exhaust and mist in the air efficiently.
   First, it's easy to install, maintain and using.

value. The oil mist air cleaner which produced by Ju Wei has some unique advantages, 

Ju Wei has been SGS, ISO9001 and CEPROM certified since 2012. Our quality system 
can support our oil mist air cleaner to meet customers' requirement and provide optimum



Special
Example

Milling Machine

CNC Lathe

Grinding Machine
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